
MATRIX MONITOR
Friday October 29, 2021

Welcome to Next5’s weekly digest – emerging technology news and
analysis to keep you on your game and ready for what’s Next

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features the latest on NATO’s new AI strategy, the
FCC’s banning of China Telecom in the U.S., Nigeria’s launch of a digital currency, U.S.
hypersonic testing, the upcoming UN climate conference in Glasgow, Scotland, China’s
quantum technology progress, the potential security threats of Zoom, and the U.S. State

Department’s plan to confront global cybersecurity challenges.



NEXT5 NEWS & AMPLIFICATIONS:
→ In the new era of Great Power Competition, economic strength matters just as much
as the number of aircraft carriers a Nation has at its disposal. Last week, we posted an
article that breaks down the levers at play during the new era of GPC with China, which you can
read here. And our CEO Bryan Ware participated in a series of panels sponsored by BENS,
NACD, and the Buckhead Clubwith Retired Admirals Kevin Donegan & Matt Kohler, Dr. Michael
Capps, moderated by Retired Admiral Bob Wright, where they discussed the future of GPC with
China. Follow @Next5Inc on Twitter to catch the highlights.

→ The US’ top counterintelligence chief, Acting Director of the NCSC Michael Orlando,
announced 5 technologies for the nation to prioritize and protect against rivals to
maintain US leadership. They are AI, Biotech, Autonomous Systems, Semiconductors, and
Quantum Computing. Next5 is already tracking all 5 via this weekly report in addition to 7
others. We at Next5 agree with Mr. Orlando’s view that losing leadership in these fields could
lead to the US being eclipsed as the world superpower. NCSC also released a FactSheet this
week on Protecting Critical and Emerging US Technologies from Foreign Threats which
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highlights the 5 priority technologies in detail. #AI #BIO #AUT #CHP #QNT #USA #CHN
#Geopolitics WSJ

DIGITALIZATION
→ Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen encouraged U.K. lawmakers to pass
legislation to rein in social-media platforms. She expressed to a U.K. parliamentary
committee Monday, October 25 that Facebook has trouble curbing misinformation and hate
speech in many languages and dialects, including British English. Ms. Haugen’s comments give
new impetus to the biggest potential expansion in global tech regulation in years, with Britain
currently considering legislation to curb harmful online content. The former Facebook employee
presented her conclusions from a set of internal Facebook documents that she says illustrate
the social-media company’s struggles to balance the safety of its users with its own profit
motive. The documents Ms. Haugen gathered were described last month in a series of Journal
articles that showed the company is aware of ways its systems cause harm but has often played
those issues down publicly. The documents show Facebook knows its ranking algorithms foster
discord; that drug cartels and human traffickers use its services openly; that anti vaccine
activists swarmed its service; and that Instagram can have negative effects on teenage girls’
mental health, among other topics. #DIG #USA #GBR WSJ

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ SpaceX has won a contract to launch an Emirati high-resolution imaging satellite on a
Falcon 9 rideshare mission in 2023. The Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre (MBRSC)
announced on October 27 that it selected SpaceX to launch its MBZ SAT satellite in the second
half of 2023. The center did not disclose the value of the contract. MBZ SAT is a successor to
KhalifaSat, the first imaging satellite built entirely in the U.A.E. According to Amer Al Sayegh Al
Ghafri, project manager for MBZ SAT, the new satellite will have a resolution nearly twice as
sharp as KhalifaSat. Al Ghafri also stated that the UAE is looking to use the MBZ SAT project to
help make the country a leader in the development of space systems. #SAT #USA #ARE Space
News

→ China set its new launch record with the flight
Wednesday of a Kuaizhou-1A solid rocket. The
vehicle lifted off from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch
Center in the Gobi Desert at 2:19 a.m. Eastern and
placed the Jilin-1 Gaofen 2F high-resolution
imaging satellite into orbit. China has performed
40 orbital launches so far this year, breaking the
record of 39 orbital launches set in 2018 and
2020.. #SAT #CHN Space News
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ A report from Georgetown’s Center for Security and Emerging Technology (CSET)
presents the need for an understanding of the state of AI innovation within the major
global defense companies. This is crucial as militaries ramp up their capabilities to harness AI.
The report looks at the state of AI investments and mergers and acquisitions (M&A) by the top
50 global defense companies—as determined by their military revenue—to further understand
their use of these approaches to access external AI innovation. Their findings include the
following:

● Few of the top 50 global defense companies are investing in or acquiring privately-held
AI companies. This suggests that these companies are not relying on these approaches
to access AI technology in the private sector.

● Defense companies that have a corporate venture capital (CVC) subsidiary have
invested more in AI companies than those without such organizations. These CVC
subsidiaries also tend to make more AI investments than their parent companies.

● The largest global defense companies often bought and invested in AI companies based
in the United States. Despite concerns about foreign entities leveraging American
innovation, within the defense industry, U.S.-based AI companies are still more likely to
receive investments from U.S.-based defense companies.

#AI #USA CSET

→ On Thursday, 21 October, NATO Defense Ministers agreed to NATO’s first-ever strategy
for Artificial Intelligence (AI). The strategy outlines how AI can be applied to defense and
security in a protected and ethical way. As such, it sets standards of responsible use of AI
technologies in accordance with international law and NATO’s values. It also addresses the
threats posed by adversarial use of AI and how to establish trusted cooperation with the
innovation community on AI. AI is one of the seven technological areas which NATO Allies have
prioritized for their relevance to defense and security. Others include  quantum-enabled
technologies, data and computing, autonomy, biotechnology and human enhancements,
hypersonic technologies, and space. Of all these dual-use technologies, AI is known to be the
most pervasive, especially when combined with others like big data, autonomy, or
biotechnology. To address this complex challenge, NATO Defense Ministers also approved
NATO’s first policy on data exploitation. Individual strategies will be developed for all priority
areas, following the same ethical approach as that adopted for AI. #AI #USA NATO

NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ The U.S. Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation released a
report that said U.S. manufacturer Seagate likely violated sanctions by shipping hard
drives to Huawei. The report orders Seagate to stop shipping semiconductor components to
Huawei and urges the Commerce Department to prioritize enforcement of the sanctions.
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Huawei has used Seagate, Western Digital, and Toshiba hard drives for its growing external
storage business. The report says Western Digital and Toshiba ceased shipments after the
sanctions, which banned companies that operate in the U.S. from selling some products to
Huawei without a license. The report claims Seagate reaped a windfall by ignoring the sanctions
on Huawei. “Seagate’s stock has increased nearly 86% since the rule went into effect,” the
report notes. “The initial incline began around October 2020, soon after the effective date, as
Seagate purportedly continued shipments to Huawei as its sole American supplier of hard disk
drives.” Moreover, according to the report, Huawei spends $800M annually on drives and
Seagate holds a “large part” in supplying them. However, it also concedes that the chip shortage
may have raised stock prices across the board. #USA #CHN #5G #CHP #Geopolitics #SCRM
The Verge ZDNet

→ The FCC banned China Telecom from operating in the U.S. this week, giving the
company 60 days to cease operations in the U.S. The FCC said, “China Telecom Americas,
a U.S. subsidiary of a Chinese state-owned enterprise, is subject to exploitation, influence, and
control by the Chinese government and is highly likely to be forced to comply with Chinese
government requests without sufficient legal procedures subject to independent judicial
oversight.” The statement also said the company’s ownership and control by the Chinese
government present significant national security concerns and law enforcement risks by
providing opportunities for the company or the Chinese government to access, store, disrupt,
and/or misroute U.S. communications which allow them to engage in espionage and other
harmful activities against the US. #USA #CHN #5G #SCRM #Geopolitics ZDNet WSJ

→ Qualcomm on Tuesday, October 26, introduced a trio of 5G chips—and a 4G
variant—for inexpensive smartphones, as the chip giant aims to get super-fast
connectivity into as many user hands as possible. The new Snapdragon 778G Plus,
Snapdragon 695, and Snapdragon 480 Plus all feature both ultra-fast 5G millimeter wave
connectivity, as well as the slower but more reliable sub-6GHz version of 5G. They aim to bring
5G to less expensive devices around the globe, while the new Snapdragon 680 features 4G and
older connectivity to give handset makers an option for LTE devices. Qualcomm has been the
leader when it comes to 5G modems and systems-on-a-chip, essentially monster processors
that combine the CPU—the brains powering the device—with other capabilities. But it's facing
new competition, both from chip rivals like MediaTek and from handset customers developing
their own processors. #USA #TWN Fierce Wireless

→ Verizon is planning to pair its terrestrial mobile network with Amazon’s low Earth orbit
(LEO) satellite network to push connectivity to unserved and underserved communities.
The operator said early development efforts are underway, including the definition of initial
commercial models for connectivity services targeting U.S. consumers and global enterprises in
rural and remote locations. Amazon’s Project Kuiper, an effort to increase global broadband
access, will feature 3,236 satellites that will serve households, schools, hospitals, and
businesses where internet access is limited or unavailable. The cloud and online shopping giant
committed an initial investment of $10B to the program in the summer of 2020. Amazon hasn’t
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yet said when it will launch the first satellites into orbit. Verizon plans to use Kuiper’s technology
to augment the coverage of its 5G network and provide backhaul to areas that were previously
unreachable. The companies pointed to specialized opportunities in agriculture, energy,
manufacturing, education, emergency response, and transportation. #5G #USA SDX Central

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ Walmart has started a pilot program in which shoppers can buy Bitcoin at Coinstar
kiosks in some of its U.S. stores. The test with Coinstar, which is known for the machines that
let customers exchange U.S. coins for paper bills or gift cards, began earlier this month. The
pilot includes 200 kiosks in Walmart stores—part of a broader initiative by Coinstar, which has
teamed up with a cryptocurrency cash exchange called Coinme to offer Bitcoin at more than
8,000 kiosks. Walmart is assessing the future of crypto in its operations. It advertised a job in
August to develop “the digital currency strategy and product roadmap” while identifying
“crypto-related investment and partnerships.” The deal with Coinstar was reported by Coindesk,
which tested the service. Customers buying Bitcoin insert paper bills into the Coinstar machine
and then get a voucher. They must also set up a Coinme account and pass a background check
before the voucher can be redeemed. The machines charge a 4% fee for the Bitcoin option and
a 7% cash exchange fee, according to Coindesk. #FIN #USA Bloomberg

→ Nigeria on Monday, October 25, became the first African nation to launch a digital
currency—the eNaira; the country’s leaders said it will expand access to banking, enable
more remittances, and grow the economy. Africa's most populous nation joins the Bahamas,
the first to launch a general purpose central bank digital currency, known as the Sand Dollar, in
October. China has ongoing trials and Switzerland and the Bank of France have announced
Europe's first cross-border experiment. But experts and cryptocurrency users in the continent's
biggest economy say the fact that there are more questions than answers regarding the
eNaira—and a large amount of worry over the consistency of Central Bank (CBN) rules—means
the government faces a tough path to make the eNaira a success. According to Nigerian
President Muhammadu Buhari, use of the currency could grow the economy by $29B over ten
years, enable direct government welfare payments, and even increase the tax base. Nigeria
ranked seventh in the 2021 Global Crypto Adoption Index compiled by research firm
Chainalysis. #FIN #NGA #BHS #CHN #CHE #FRA Reuters

AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ Nanoracks, its majority owner Voyager Space, and Lockheed Martin, will collaborate
on the development of a commercial space station as others in the industry warn of a
potential space station gap. According to the company, Nanoracks is partnering with
Lockheed Martin and Voyager Space on a commercial space station called Starlab. The
companies estimate that Starlab could reach an initial operational capability as soon as 2027
although they did not disclose the estimated cost of the project or how it would be financed. The
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companies are among many seeking to participate in NASA’s Commercial Low Earth Orbit
Destinations, or CLD, program. That program, announced earlier this year, will provide NASA
funding for initial studies of commercial space stations, then certify those stations for use by
NASA astronauts. NASA’s goal with CLD is to stimulate development of one or more
commercial space stations by the late 2020s, allowing the agency to smoothly transition to
those stations from the ISS. But at a congressional hearing October 21, witnesses that included
a former NASA administrator warned those commercial stations might not be complete before
the ISS is retired. #AER #USA Space News

→ The U.S. Navy and Army tested hypersonic weapon component prototypes on
Wednesday, October 20, that will inform the development of new weapons; the tests
occurred the same day that U.S. President Joe Biden said he was concerned about Chinese
hypersonic weapons. Sandia National Laboratories ran the tests from NASA's Wallops Flight
Facility in Virginia which will help "inform the development of the Navy's Conventional Prompt
Strike (CPS) and the Army's Long Range Hypersonic Weapon (LRHW) offensive hypersonic
strike," according to a statement. The Navy and Army will conduct a flight test of the common
hypersonic missile in FY2022, which began on October 1. The United States has actively
pursued the development of hypersonic weapons as a part of its conventional prompt global
strike program since the early 2000s. And companies such as Lockheed Martin and Raytheon
Technologies are working to develop such capabilities for the U.S. #AER #USA #CHN Reuters

→ This week, Poland became the latest country to sign the Artemis Accords. The
president of the Polish Space Agency, Grzegorz Wrochna, signed the agreement in a ceremony
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at the IAC along with NASA Deputy Administrator Pam Melroy. Poland is the 13th country to join
the Accords, which outline best practices for safe and sustainable space exploration. Wrochna
said he hoped the agreement would be the first step in a process with NASA to allow Polish
companies to participate in the Artemis program. #AER #USA #POL #Geopolitics SpaceNews

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ American intelligence officials are increasingly worried that China is trying to steal
biotech data. Specifically, U.S. officials say that the Chinese government is collecting medical,
health, and genetic data around the world as part of an effort by the government and companies
to develop the world’s largest bio-database. According to Edward You, the NCSC’s new lead for
emerging and disruptive technologies, the country that builds the best database of information
will have an edge on developing cures for future pandemics and China already has the
advantage. Chinese companies have already positioned themselves well to collect genetic
information on Americans that can be transferred to the government. As we previously reported,
a Chinese company BGI developed a neonatal genetic test with the Chinese military that
enabled it to collect information from millions of people around the world. The firm gained a
foothold in the US back in 2013 when it purchased an American genomics firm. The company
now has contracts and partnerships with health institutions across the US and provides cheap
genomic sequencing to get access to more genomic data. Last year, the Commerce Department
penalized some of the company’s subsidiaries for providing genetic analysis that was used in
Beijing's campaign against the Uighers. Another firm WuXi, which bought a Pfizer
manufacturing plant in China, announced a production facility in Massachusetts and made an
investment in 23andMe, the consumer genetics company. 23andMe says China has not
received any of its genetic data. #BIO #CHN #USA #TWN Defense One The New York Times

→ UBS’s wealthy clients raised $650M for the biggest biotech impact fund ever – the
Oncology Impact Fund 2. To date, the Fund has raised a total of $850M, including the $650M
from UBS’ wealthy clients. It will invest 80% of its capital into private startups and the remainder
into public companies, developing innovative treatments for cancer and other serious illnesses.
20% of the performance fee managers earn off their investments and a portion of drug royalties
will be donated to fund cancer research and improve access to cancer treatment for children in
developing countries. This exemplifies the normalization of impact investing, where investors
increasingly desire to extend philanthropic goals into mainstream financial holdings. #BIO
Reuters

→ South Korea has started the test operation of Korea-Bio Data Station (K-BDS), an
information-sharing platform for biotechnology research data. The purpose behind this is
to boost the country’s R&D capacity in life and bioscience by narrowing the information gap
between organizations regardless of their size. Earlier this year, Korea established a foundation
for a Data Dam project that will be available to domestic research institutes, universities,
organizations, and biotech companies. (Just like the water dam, the Data Dam collects
information from public and private sectors to create useful data and releases the data across
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all industries). Now, K-BDS has started to collect data and sort information to 51 standard
formats. Researchers can upload their research and the platform will go public in the second
half of 2022. #BIO #KOR Aju Business Daily

→ BioNTech announced plans to build a manufacturing facility for its mRNA vaccine in
the African Union in 2022 to help the continent ease health inequalities. This production
network will be expected to have the capacity to produce hundreds of millions of BioNTech’s
vaccine doses for malaria, tuberculosis, and COVID-19. The initial production site will be built in
Rwanda, with an additional one in Senegal later on. In tandem with BioNTech’s construction
activities, Rwanda and Senegal will build facilities for final production steps and bottling.
BioNTech is also in talks with South Africa’s Biovac Institute about expanding their current
manufacturing partnership. #BIO #RWA #SEN #ZAF Reuters MarketWatch

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Companies are snapping up carbon offsets, but the patchwork of informal markets
serving that appetite lack consistent standards and oversight, making their effectiveness
in cutting emissions hard to gauge. The basic concept behind offsets is that activities like
planting trees and restoring peatlands reduce atmospheric carbon. Dozens of private
companies and nonprofits develop such projects, evaluate the level of carbon reduction, and
issue credits, equivalent to one metric ton of emissions. These credits are then certified by a
third party, which confirms that the projects exist and meet certain standards. Companies like
Microsoft and Royal Dutch Shell buy those credits directly from project developers or middlemen
or earn them in exchange for funding projects. Companies can then use those credits to reduce
their net carbon emissions, a metric that consumers and investors are increasingly asking to
see. Critics say that the differing qualities of projects and the range of approaches to generating
offsets make for a complex and sometimes confusing marketplace. This year, the value of
carbon-offset markets is forecast to more than double to over $1B. The most active buyer of
offsets this year is the energy sector, followed by consumer goods, finance, and insurance.
#GRN #USA #NLD WSJ

→ The U.S. is joining nearly 200 countries at the United Nations climate conference in
Glasgow, Scotland beginning Sunday, October 31; Washington and the private sector are
expected to pledge to spend trillions of dollars to reduce carbon emissions. The total bill could
require tens of trillions in investments, though estimates like these are inherently speculative.
The biggest and most measurable cost would be to generate and deliver all of the country’s
electricity using renewable resources. The bill would range from $7.8T to $13.9T over the next
30 years, according to a team of energy researchers at Princeton University. As a portion of the
U.S. economy, the estimated costs to transform the electrical power system top out at just
above 5% of the country’s annual economic output. That is well below the 10% of GDP that was
spent on the power system as recently as 2008. The below graphs show the Princeton
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University researchers' results, which depict the cost of a complete and partial shift to renewable
energy by 2050. #GRN #USA #GBR WSJ

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Researchers at the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology
(EMPA) have used 3D printing to create a sustainable new class of supercapacitor. The
fully-3D printed battery, composed of a flexible cellulose and glycerol substrate, patterned with a
conductive carbon and graphite-laden ink, is able to withstand thousands of charging cycles
while maintaining its capacity. Thanks to its biodegradable base, the novel cell can also be
composted once finished with, potentially making it an ideal tool for tackling the world’s
electronic waste issues. #MFG #GRN #SWE 3D Printing Industry

→ A major home builder is teaming with a Texas startup to create a community of 100 3D
printed homes near Austin Texas, gearing up for what would be by far the biggest
development of this type of housing in the U.S. Lennar and construction-technology firm
Icon are poised to start building next year at a site in the Austin metro area, the companies said.
While Icon and others have built 3-D printed housing before, this effort will test the technology’s
ability to churn out homes and generate buyer demand on a much larger scale. If 3D printing
succeeds at this more ambitious level, it could offer a response to America’s chronic shortage of
homes for sale, especially in the affordable price range. Other firms are also rushing to print out
homes. Mighty Buildings, a construction-technology company in Oakland, California, plans to
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start construction on 3-D printed homes for a 15-lot community in California’s Coachella Valley
next year. #MFG #USA WSJ

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ The Indianapolis Motor Speedway hosted its inaugural driverless car race, the Indy
Autonomous Challenge (IAC), marking a new milestone for autonomous vehicles. The
race required each team to compete in a fastest lap competition that included an obstacle
avoidance component. Featuring nine teams from 21 universities across the world, the
Technical University of Munich recorded the fastest two-lap average speed of 135.944 mph,
taking home a $1M prize. This race exemplifies autonomous vehicles’ ability for both speed and
safety. Despite that, making autonomous cars that can account for real world situations on the
road still remains challenging for autonomous vehicle development. #AUT NPR Axios

→ HT Aero, an affiliate of Chinese EV maker
XPeng, announced a flying car that will roll
out in 2024. The vehicle will have a lightweight
design and a rotor that folds away, which will
allow the car to drive on roads and fly once the
rotors are expanded. HT Aero is backed by
XPeng and raised $500M last week from outside
investors and high-profile venture capital firms.
While flying cars have gained traction recently,
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there are still many obstacles that prevent them from being used wisely, including regulation and
safety issues. #AUT #AER #CHN CNBC

SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ TSMC announced on Monday that it would comply with a US request for information
from chipmakers on their supply chains, provoking anger in China. China expressed
concern that Washington could use the information to sanction Beijing. The US gave global
chipmakers and electronics device makers until 8 November to voluntarily send in information
on their production capacity, inventories, and who their key customers are in an attempt to
understand and quantify where bottlenecks may exist in the global chip supply chain. TSMC, the
world’s leading chipmaker, initially expressed concerns that sharing such information would
reveal highly sensitive trade secrets. Earlier this month, US Commerce Secretary Gina
Raimando hinted she may invoke the Defense Production Act if companies don’t respond to the
questionnaire. China claimed TSMC’s decision demonstrated the company is “kneeling to the
US” though it still remains unclear exactly what information TSMC will hand over. #CHP #USA
#CHN SCMP IT Pro

→ A study conducted by Wolfspeed compared the performance of semiconductor
devices made with silicon carbide relative to that of silicon semiconductors in electric
vehicles. The study found that the efficiency gain of using silicon carbide in EVs’ semiconductor
devices was 13:1 in energy savings. Greater energy efficiency is beneficial because it can
greatly reduce carbon emissions and positively impact the environment. Wolfspeed developed
its silicon carbide technology 30 years ago, but didn’t start its transformation shift until two years
ago. The company calls its technology “key to the electrification of the drivetrain to support the
shift to electric vehicles, wireless infrastructure to unlock the potential of smart cities, and power
storage to enable broader adoption of renewable energy.” #CHP #GRN #USA WRAL TechWire

→ Although China has been developing their own semiconductors to increase
self-sufficiency, it is still reliant on foreign technology and lagging in the leading edge
part of the chip market. While firms like Baidu, Alibaba, and Oppo have all announced plans to
develop their own chips, they must rely on foreign chipmakers like Intel, TSMC, and Samsung
for their supply chains. Moreover, China’s companies are still incapable of manufacturing
5-nanometer chips, the most advanced chip technology right now. Even when it comes to
manufacturing technology, the only firm in the world capable of making machines that produce
the most advanced chips is ASML, a Dutch company. China’s largest chip manufacturer, SMIC,
remains years behind its competitors in chip technology. #Geopolitics #CHP #CHN CNBC

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ The U.S. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) recently released a report on
the risks and rewards of quantum and communications. The report acknowledges that
quantum computers could have valuable applications in security, cryptography, drug
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development, and energy. It also observes that quantum communications could secure
communications by making information harder to intercept. However, the GAO report identified
four risks facing quantum development and ways to address them:

1. Collaboration – Recently,  members of the quantum community identified government
interference with collaboration as a major block. GAO recognized that export controls
may also discourage international collaboration.

2. Workforce development – The quantum workforce can be expanded by leveraging
existing programs to create new ones, promoting job training, and facilitating hiring an
international workforce without posing a national security risk.

3. Investment – While there is robust private investment in quantum development,
government funding is lacking. Policymakers should make “investments targeted toward
specific results [and continue] investment in quantum technology research centers and
grand challenges to spur solutions from the public.”

4. Supply chain – The quantum supply chain is vulnerable and complex. As such, efforts
must be made to “identify gaps in the global supply chain and [expand] fabrication
capabilities for items with an at-risk supply chain.”

#QNT #USA Quantum Daily

→ Physicists in China have built two quantum computers with performance speeds they
claim top their competitors. The first computer is Zuchongzhi 2, a 66-qubit programmable
superconducting quantum computer that is 10M times faster than the world’s fastest
supercomputer. The second computer is the Jiuzhang 2, a quantum computer based on light
that can reach a speed of 100 sextillion (one followed by 23 zeros) times faster than large
conventional computers. However, these machines will not replace common computers any time
soon. Now, they only work on specific tasks in a protected environment for short periods, and
they make a lot of mistakes. The lead researcher of these computers, Pan Jianwei, hopes to
achieve quantum error correction within four to five years so that the computers can solve the
world’s most important scientific questions. #QNT #CHN SCMP

GEOPOLITICS
→ With Zoom’s widespread use since the pandemic, many consumers are asking
whether the app’s data centers and staff in China are passing call logs to Chinese
authorities. The keys that Zoom uses to encrypt and decrypt meetings may be sent to servers
in China and some encryption keys were even issued by servers in China. Zoom has admitted
keeping at least one data center and a staff employee in China, where the communist
government requires resident tech firms to provide user data on request. Thus, it is a possibility
that China is getting records of Zoom calls. Despite placing “strict geo-fencing procedures
around [its] mainland China data center,” Zoom users are still skeptical. For example, NASA
banned employees from using Zoom, the Senate urged its members to avoid it, and Taiwan
barred Zoom for government business. #Geopolitics #CHN VOA
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→ US President Joe Biden joined Southeast Asian leaders for a virtual summit on
Tuesday, the first time in four years that Washington has engaged at the top level with a
bloc seen as key to countering an increasingly assertive China. In his opening remarks to
the summit, Biden said the United States was committed to the central role of the 10-nation
ASEAN in the region and ASEAN nations can expect him to personally show up in the region in
future. On Wednesday the President also participated in the broader East Asia Summit which
brings together ASEAN and other nations in the Indo-Pacific region. Analysts say Biden's
meeting with the 10-nation bloc reflects his administration's efforts to engage allies and partners
in a collective effort to push back against China. He avoided specific mention of China, as have
U.S. officials in the run-up to the meetings as they work to set up a virtual summit between the
U.S. President and Chinese leader Xi Jinping later this year. #ASEAN #USA #CHN #Geopolitics
Reuters

→ General Milley, commander of the USJCS, said China’s hypersonic tests are close to a
Sputnik moment in the US Administration's first public confirmation of the events.
Hypersonic weapons have a long history, going back to the 1960s. But while General Milley did
not elaborate, the surprise appears to have arisen from how China joined two different
technologies — the launch of a missile that completed a partial orbit of the earth, and a
hypersonic vehicle that could plow a suddenly shifting path, maneuvering in ways that would
render all current U.S. missile defenses obsolete. Existing defenses of the continental United
States all point west and north over the Pacific, meaning they might fail in defeating an attack
from the south. Even if there were antimissile bases pointed south, current antimissile
technology is designed to intercept intercontinental ballistic warheads on predictable, parabolic
paths in outer space — not hypersonic weapons that can zig and zag through the atmosphere.
CEO of Raytheon, who is developing a hypersonic cruise missile with the US military, said these
tests demonstrated that China is several years ahead of the US in this technology. The
emerging, ultra-fast weapon systems may become a front in the mounting competition between
Beijing and Washington as the world’s two largest economies clash over trade, technology and
humanitarian issues. Raytheon is developing a hypersonic cruise missile with the U.S. military.
#Geopolitics #CHN #USA #AER NYTimes Bloomberg

CYBERSECURITY
→ The U.S. State Department plans to create a new bureau of cyberspace and digital
policy to confront global cybersecurity challenges such as ransomware attacks. The
restructuring will also include the creation of a separate position of special envoy for critical and
emerging technology. The new cyber bureau will comprise a division focused on international
cybersecurity issues, such as deterrence, policy development, and negotiations with allies and
adversaries alike. A second division will be dedicated to digital policy, such as promoting trusted
telecom systems abroad. A third division will focus on digital freedom, such as protecting human
rights online and working with civil society. The changes are the latest in a series of reshuffling
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at the State Department over the past few administrations designed to better respond to
proliferating and evolving international cybersecurity problems. Recent ransomware events
have highlighted the need for diplomatic levers to deter the activity as many actors have found
safe harbor to operate in countries like Russia and China, though recent talks with Moscow
have not done much to change this criminal activity.  #Cybersecurity #USA WSJ

→ The hackers who were responsible for the SolarWinds attack last year are stepping up
their attacks against tech companies, resulting in 140 attacks this year. The hackers are
linked to Russia’s foreign intelligence service, raising concerns that Russia is “trying to gain
long-term, systematic access to a variety of points in the technology supply chain.” The attack
on SolarWinds’ IT infrastructure management software alone led to breaches at the Treasury
Department, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration, the Department
of Homeland Security and SolarWinds’ corporate clients, including Microsoft. This is particularly
concerning for the future because one compromise could lead to a ripple effect resulting in
further attacks. #Cybersecurity #SCRM #RUS TheStreet

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Raytheon CEO Greg Hayes predicts that the Biden administration’s federal contractor
vaccine mandate may cause minor disruptions in the defense supply chain, during an
earnings call. With pre-existing supply chain issues, Hayes stated that the vaccine mandate for
federal contractors will make it even harder to get material in the door on time. However, he said
that Raytheon would still benefit from vaccine mandates, especially when it comes to
commercial aerospace. Given that more than half of Raytheon’s business consists of supplying
engines and avionics for aircraft manufacturers, vaccine mandates will stimulate Rayhteon’s
business as they increase confidence in air travel. #SCRM Defense One
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